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Abstract
In the article, the author examines the debates that have permeated Africa’s quest to
catch-up with the more developed countries of the North. It is noteworthy that since
independence, Africa’s industrialization process seemed to be a state-centric affair. In
other words, the state has been the central player in Africa’s industrialization process. At
independence, of course, many factors favored or called for state dominance as well as
state-driven industrialization process. Yet a bad political culture, weak political and
social institutions, poor leadership and bad governance seem to have contributed to this
failure from within. However, the fact still remains that at the beginning of the 21st
century, African countries do hold a lot of potential in terms of human and material
resources that would enable them compete favorably with the more industrialized
countries of Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific.
External actors (the imperial power of Europe) were largely blamed for the historical
underdevelopment of Africa. Further, the ideological divide that characterized the postSecond World era international system (1945-1990) may not have done any good to
African development: Nuclear deterrence and the arms race of the Cold War fame; the
wedge between the capitalist and socialist blocs, not only blurred Third World
development but also bred many forms of poor governance especially in African
countries- as super powers blatantly sought for ideological support from African Regimes
and political elites without an iota of transparency and accountability. This state of affairs
greatly retarded Africa’s industrialization. This is because political populism and regime
survival superseded economic development.
Nonetheless, it may not be wholly prudent for one to blame African woes on international
politics. Indeed right from the 1960s African countries continued to receive colossal sums
of money in the form of official development assistance (ODA); as well as grants and
technical assistance from international financial institution (IFIs)- particularly the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund amongst other multilateral donor agencies.
Similarly the same took place through bilateral donors, especially between leading super
powers and former colonial powers in Africa. Two sets of arguments emerged from this
state of affairs. The first argument was that African countries received donor funds and
loans; and while a few exceptional ones used these funds for their intended used, others
mismanaged them and this led to adverse economic effect in form of huge balance of
payment deficits economic under-performance and of course a debt crisis.
The second argument takes the position that the donor agencies among other multilateral
and bilateral arrangements are driven by all and/or insincere motives. While donor
agencies purported to assist Africa’s process of industrialization through financial,
logistical and technical aid; in actual sense, it was only a scheme to produce jobs for
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westerners in the name of expatriates; to find market for their exports (imported by
African states as capital goods) and to continue exploiting the African economy on behalf
of western powers that essentially controlled them. The author examines the various
models and debates that have shaped industrialization in Africa and the challenges at
hand at the beginning of the 21st century.
Introduction
Industrialization1 is a term that is mostly associated with the development experience of
countries in Western Europe and North America during the 19th and early 20th centuries.
In this early sense it referred to a marked departure from a subsistence economy that is
largely agricultural towards a more mechanized system of production that entails more
efficient and highly technical exploitation of natural resources in a highly formal and
commercialized economic setting2. As such, industrialization was understood purely in
economic terms particularly the physical presence of industrial plants that were involved
in manufacturing capital goods as well as processing raw materials into finished goods
either for further industrial use, general commercial use or purely for domestic use or
purposes3. By the early 20th Century therefore a country’s industrialization was measured
by the percentage of plants and/or industries involved in manufacturing as well as the
volume of labour within such industries4. By around 1820, industrial activity had picked
in Europe where coal was used run the steam engine among other industrial machines5.
To most western economists, especially classical economists of the Western tradition, the
likes of Thomas Robert Malthus, Adam Smith, Ricardo, Keynes, believed that modern
industrialization6 was driven by several important components: capital, investments,
surplus (savings) and technological advancement. These inter-connected variables were
regarded as the most important ingredients that went to add value to land and labour in
order for countries to build and sustain wealth7. It is this kind of thinking that drove
western powers to explore other parts of the world in order to sustain the industrialization
process back in their mother countries among other reasons8.
To the neo-classical and contemporary political economists of the western tradition, the
industrialization experience of Western Europe and later North America during the 19th
and 20th century can be understood as a unilinear process through which these societies
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evolved over a series of stages towards the ultimate state of industrialization9. One such
scholar, Walt W. Rostow presented and supported this line of thought in his analysis of
the industrialization experience in western society- this is what has come to be known as
the Modernization Approach to development10.
Despite this term “industrialization” being solely associated with the Western
development experience, political historians such as professor Ali Mazrui contend that
other societies that date back several millennia, were themselves industrialized,
modernized and modernizing but somewhere along the way this process was obliterated
by historical accidents- natural or manmade. In other words the industrialization
experience of the Old Chinese Empire, the Egyptian Kingdoms, and the Persian
Kingdoms amongst other civilizations would pass to be modernization and
“development” save for such historical accidents. The scholars who attempted to explain
this state of affairs in political economy are known as the Neo-Marxists.
Neo-Marxists believe that the natural industrialization process of Africa (just as the rest
of the Third World) was historically destroyed all together through slavery, colonization
and neo-colonization. From the arguments of these two opposing schools of thought it is
therefore clear that industrialization is a term that is relative depending on the tradition
that informs those who conceive of it. Nonetheless, at the beginning of the 21st century
there is not much disagreement on what industry and industrialization is all about, but
rather there is a lot of controversy as to how industrialization is to be arrived at or
achieved. It is against this background therefore that the challenges of industrialization in
Africa are to be analyzed.
A Brief Historical Background of Industrialization in Africa
Traditionally industrialization in its broad sense includes manufacturing, mining,
construction and utilities such as electricity, water and gas among others. But further, the
definition of industrialization during the latter years of the 20th century expanded to refer
to a process of development that is balanced and sustained as far as the economic as well
as socio-political realms of any society are concerned11.
Colonial rule came to Africa as alien rule superimposed from outside mainly in the latter
half of the 19th century and established in the midst of on-going (perhaps what were
naturally evolving) cultures. It was exercised either directly or indirectly by
predominantly European administrators, colonial companies, among other imperial
establishments and white settler populations12. In the colonial economy the interest of the
colonizing power and its local agents was to extract raw materials partly for purposes of
feeding the industrial machine in Europe as well as raising revenue from the native
populations, exploring markets for the products within the colonial economy and most
9
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importantly exploiting cheap labour for industrial purposes from the native population13.
During the colonial era manufacturing in the continent was generally at the handicraft
and small scale levels. In some colonies this was supplemented by some relatively
complex industries producing mainly for export, but also producing for local
consumption at the time focusing on food, fibre and wood processing and metal works in
order to meet the needs fast growing urban populations14.
During the colonial era, natural resources were selected and exploited with a view to
meeting the needs of the industries in Western Europe15. To this end, infrastructure,
particularly all-weather roads and railroads were designed and built with the aim of
facilitating the shipment of minerals and agricultural communities from the hinterland to
the seaports for purposes of further shipment overseas. Other components of the colonial
economy such as banking and communication were mainly established to facilitate this
end16.
At independence, the African economy inherited an industrial setting characterized by a
traditional-modern dichotomy17. The traditional industrial setting is one that had been
carried on from the pre-colonial times, survived the colonial economies and largely
covered production and service activities related to basic household and agricultural
needs at a traditional handicraft level by artisans- blacksmiths, porters, carpenters, carvers
and weavers. This traditional industrial setting was practically based on human and
animal power and used mainly local resources in addition to metal scrapes and wastes
materials. On the other side of the dichotomy was the modern industrial setting which
involved imported technology, machinery, equipment materials and production
systems18.
Industrialization Challenges that faced African countries in the early years of
independence
First and foremost, in the immediate post-independence period, African leaders differed
on the strategy most likely to promote development in their countries. However, they
agreed substantially over methods. The “instrument of both diagnosis and remedy was
the development Plan”19. There were three options as far as development planning was
concerned. The first one was the western model of development planning (also known as
indicative) The western model allowed for the political economy to be shaped by market
forces with limited state interference20. The second was the socialist style of development
planning (also known as centralized or imperative planning). The third was a model that
13
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adopted what appeared like a merger of the capitalist and socialist models21. Thus, most
countries chose to adopt centrally controlled development planning that was to operate
within a mixed economy- one in which the public and private sectors played a substantial
role. Some countries however chose to follow a purely socialist model in which the state
controlled the economy in terms of who produces what and in what quantities. This was
applied in countries like Tanzania, Mozambique and Guinea-Conakry.
At the same time, a second challenge faced by African leaders was the stark realities
confronting their peoples in the immediate post-independence period: their peoples were
faced with poverty, ignorance and disease. The great challenge posed therefore was one
of uplifting the standards of life for their peoples through the provision of basic needs and
the creation of a favorable environment by government- one that would engender
economic growth and the creation of national wealth.
The third challenge was associated with the ideological path that was to guide the
development process. African countries attained political independence at a time when
the international political system was strongly shaped, conditioned and divided by the
Cold War. They had to choose whether to adopt the socialist ideology or adopt the
capitalist ideology or even declare their support for the non-aligned movement. Most
African countries chose to be non-aligned and evolved their own ideological styles under
the rubric of African socialism.
Fourthly, at independence African countries inherited an economy that was mostly not
indigenous to them and at the same time this economy (almost in every sector was
dominated by foreign companies or firms which had operated in the colonial economy).
This meant that there was a very small domestic private sector of the indigenous kind.
The local populations could not raise enough financial capital to support the economy.
This small domestic industrial and financial base drove African governments to seek
alternatives that took two forms. The first alternative was to set up state-owned and statecontrolled enterprises to run the economy- commonly known as parastatals. These
parastatals (state enterprises) were supposed to jump-start industrialization in the newlyindependent countries for the good of all citizens. Such ventures included banking,
transport and telecommunication manufacturing as well as marketing. The second option
that was open to the African countries in their quest for industrialization was that of
supplementing their fiscal budgets through economic aid and Official Development
Assistance22. This was done with a view to access the much needed foreign exchange,
and further, with the aim of off-setting balance of payments deficits. African countries
reached out to various bilateral and multilateral donors and lenders (World Bank, IMF
among other International Financial Institutions).
Finally perhaps the greatest challenge to Africa’s quest to industrialize in the early years
of independence was purely political. This can otherwise be termed “the challenge of
21
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state formation”. Whilst new states were formed at independence, the regimes that were
in power got lured into the trap of popularizing and perpetuating themselves. At the same
time these new forms of rulership adopted authoritarian styles or governance and soon
towards- the late 1960s and early 1970s- most African countries were either faced with
civil wars and rebellions, personal dictatorships and unconstitutional power take-overs
through the barred of the gun. It may be observed therefore, that such challenges of the
political kind were the most crucial in terms of either facilitating or spelling doom on the
African quest for industrialization in the early years of independence23.
Approaches to African Development
In the early years of independence, the approach that was popular amongst developing
countries (African included) was that of modernization. Modernization presented to
Africa the thinking that the industrialization they were yearning for had already been
achieved by the countries of North America and their former colonial powers in Western
Europe24. African countries did not need to “rediscover the wheel” but rather to follow an
already set path towards industrialization; taking after the industrialized states of the
North. This was to be realized through economic growth measured through indices such
as the Gross National Product and annual economic growth rates25.
The other approach that was open for the African continent was that presented by the
neo-Marxists. The Neo-Marxist approach26 (also known as the DependencyUnderdevelopment School) argued that the modernization approach was going to mislead
the African process of industrialization because the historical experience of the Western
economies took place under totally different circumstances. They further argued that the
industrialization process in Western Europe and North America had itself interfered with
the natural course of African’s industrialization through slaverly, colonialism and neocolonial control. In other words African countries could never industrialize in a world
economy that was already controlled by economic powers that historically
underdeveloped them and one in which they were already inferior, dependent and
unequal players27. The only option at hand for industrialization under such conditions
was for African economies to disregard the modernization path and adopt the socialist
path to industrialization28.
While these two approaches informed Africa’s industrialization; consequently one either
tried to find a middle ground between the two or an alternative all together29. Such are the
23
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liberal and populist approaches. Such models were keen to point out that both the
modernization and dependency paradigms were not tackling the actual problems
hindering African development. Instead they looked at industrialization from the realities
facing African populations and; what they could do at the village level as well as within
the informal sector engender economic growth and wealth creation. These included the
problems of rural poverty and urban destitution, food insecurity, illiteracy and
malnutrition among others.
Industrialization Models in Africa, 1960s-1990s
A model is a guide to implementation. It sets forth the parameters- the means and the
ends to be met. In the post-independence period, African countries adopted several
models of industrialization. The first was that of import-substitution model (ISI)30. It was
prevalent in the 1960s to the 1970s. The second model was one that was associated
mainly with rural development activities. This was the integrated rural development
model (RRD). This model was prevalent to the 1970s and 1980s31. The third and most
recent was that of structural adjustment (SAPs). It was prevalent in the mid 1980s all the
way to the 1990’s32.
Import substitution can ideally be accomplished in three phases33. The first is done by
locally producing the same previously imported goods such as pharmaceuticals,
agricultural equipment and machinery using imported finished materials and fabricated
paths and components. This involves final stages of processing and assembly into
finished goods consumed goods34. The second phase can be considered a continuation of
the first phase but one that progressively decreases the import contents of domestic
manufacture- thereby upgrading the first phase to incorporate locally-made materials
parts and components35. The third phase entails replacing the imported goods altogether
by the same or alternative goods made locally for basic indigenous raw materials and
these include agricultural equipment and other machinery made of metals extracted from
ores36. The import substitution strategy was basically an inward looking strategy and it
was regarded by many African countries not only as an end but also a means to higher
level of industrial development on the African continent37. It was expected to facilitate
industrial development by enabling the countries to acquire and familiarize themselves
with industries and technology- thus providing jobs and creating wealth for the
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countries38. It was intended to lead progressively to the manufacture of capital goods.
Industrialization using this model however did not come true for most countries39. One of
the most outstanding drawbacks was that associated with the oil crisis of the 1970s.
African countries found that they were paying hefty prices for oil and this tremendously
slowed down the import substitution model40.
In the late 1960s, African countries realized that the modernization approach to
development was not providing all the answers in their quest to industrialize. This reality
was confirmed by leading international financial institutions including the World Bank
(IBRD) as well as the International Monetary Fund (IMF)41. The Integrated Rural
Development model was informed by two major premises. First, while many African
countries recorded high economic growth rates, most of the populations remained poor
and underdeveloped and characterized by “an economy of affection”- a rural peasantry
operating within an informal economy. Secondly, international financial institutions and
multilateral donors realized that most of the African economies were dual with a large
percentage of the impoverished population depending on small-scale agriculture within a
rural setting. In this sense therefore, African industrialization needed to be re-thought,
hence the need for alternative approaches42.
The IRD strategy earned this tag “integrated” due to the fact that it was a combination of
various approaches; namely the basic needs strategy (BNS), the special ruraldevelopment programmed (SRDP) and variants of it such as the District Focus for Rural
Development that was applied in Kenya. Among these the most outstanding was the basic
needs strategy which sought to balance the purely economic indicators of growth with the
social realties of poverty and inequality43. In 1973, Robert McNamara (A senior World
Bank representative; in a speech made in Nairobi) brought to the attention of the world
the poverty facing the people of Africa and the rest of the Third World in a global
economy that was dominated by few rich western Countries. The basic needs strategy
therefore was meant to attack rural poverty by addressing basic needs in order to raise the
living standards of the rural poor in addition to commercializing agriculture44.
In general, the integrated rural development model aimed at addressing the problems of
rural poverty or integrating the informal small-scale rural agricultural industry into the
mainstream economy thereby adding value to the process of industrialization45. However
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the sad reality was that apart form this model being poorly-implemented as well as
poorly-interpreted by African governments, many other intervening factors such as lack
of capital, lack of commitment by governments, poor infrastructure and unstable
international markets for agricultural products46, international financial institutions such
as the World Bank did not work hard enough to ensure the ultimate realization of the IRD
model47.
In the late 1970s, it was realized that state-driven development in the Third World
countries was failing to meet its original objectives. African governments had sought to
initiate industrial growth through the parastatals48. To finance and equip these ventures,
African governments borrowed heavily externally especially from the Breton Woods
institutions, the World Bank and the IMF.
Unfortunately, such public ventures in the form of public enterprises, public limited
companies as well as quasi-governmental agencies performed dismally. This dismal
performance could have been due to varied factors. One outstanding reason why public
enterprises underperformed is associated with political interference49. It so happened that
in the 1960s many governments around Africa were faced with the challenges of state
formation and political survival. For these reasons such public enterprises were used as
bait to secure strategic and political support for incumbent regimes; through jobs and
monetary rewards from these enterprises/parastatals50. This opened up fertile ground for
corruption, misappropriation of funds, nepotism, fraud and favoritism on ethnic lines,
which led to collapse of such enterprises. The World Bank and IMF on either part, along
side other bilateral and multilateral donors, felt that that it was high time the strategies to
African development and industrialization were re-considered and re-oriented to the
realities in African countries51.
It is against this background that they introduced the idea of structural adjustment
programmes (SAPs). SAPs were designed to reduce the role of government in the
industrialization process. It was believed that the public service and the public sector in
general could not deliver industrialization because of bad politics which led to
mismanagement and which further and stifled industrial growth52. In other words, the
public sector in Africa was “too large” and that it was high time the African economies
were opened up to market forces. Structural adjustment therefore was a process of the
1980s that attempted to reduce the role of government in industrialization and through
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economic liberalization and what later in the early 1990s, came to be known as political
accountability, transparency and better governance53.
Nonetheless, several alternatives strategies were proposed as far as African
Industrialization is concerned. One is the Export-Oriented Industrialization54. During the
post-independence period, most African primary communities were exported in crude or
semi-processed form. Many African countries exported five main types of goods in the
1970s: Processed primary products e.g. vegetable oil, food stuffs, pulp; Non-traditional
labor-intensive goods-glass ware, pottery, wigs, plastic and wooden items; Traditional
labor-intensive goods – textile, garments, footwear etc.; Products and assemblies,
manufactured by multinational corporations- semi conductors, television tubes and values
(electronics in general, and; Manufactured goods which may have started off originally as
import substitutes e.g. car parts, cables, bicycles, electric motors etc55. In general, only a
limited number of countries have benefited from export of the processed and
manufactured goods. The other challenge with the export-oriented model is that most
African countries continued to face stiff competition from such activity from Asia and
Latin America exporters - meaning that African countries were late-comers as far as the
export strategy is concerned- perhaps because of over indulgence in the import
substitution model (ISI)56.
The other alternative model has been identified as the Industrializing-Industries Model.
With the passage of time the limitations of the ISI model became apparent. In the real
sense of the word; a country cannot and should not depend almost exclusively on
imported inputs. First, this would be “putting one’s eggs in one basket” meaning,
experience with one model57. Secondly it called for increased foreign exchange revenue
in order to purchase capital goods58. Thirdly, it was also tantamount to giving up
exploiting one’s own resources. The alternative to all these was the industrializing
industries model which literally meant establishing industries that produced intermediate
inputs for other industries; they comprise metals and chemicals and engineering
industries; for example, they produce metal and chemicals needed to make capital goods
required by all industries and other economic and social activities59. Unfortunately, very
few African economies have proven to have the capacity60.
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Factors Impeding Industrialization in Africa since the early 1990s
As was discussed earlier in the paper, the 1970s and 1980s was African countries seeking
to industrialize using various models. However, as the 1980s faded away and the 1990s
set-in, the African industrialization process experienced fresh challenges, that acted rather
negatively in shaping the industrialization process61. Earlier in the decade of 1970s and
1980s African countries sought to borrow from various bilateral and multilateral donors
in order to finance wealth creation and/or to jump-start the industrialization process. It so
happened that African economies accumulated a lot of debt to the tune of tens of billions
of dollars62. It is in mid 1980s that the reality started to dawn on African countries that
they were spending much more on servicing foreign loans than for their domestic growth.
It is this state of affairs that in that came to be known as the Africa debt crisis63. An
indebted country cannot industrialize since most of its GDP/GNP proceeds go to
servicing foreign debt. In essence therefore the African debt crisis was identified as a
major impeding factor to the industrialization process in Africa64.
As such, these countries suffered huge balance of payments deficits. This meant that they
lacked international hard currencies that were vital for the importation of capital goods
which were necessary for the manufacturing and processing industries. As a result of this
state of affairs, many African countries lacked the capacity to exploit the necessary
natural resources for manufacturing purposes; in addition to the relevant technology65, as
well as liquid capital that is needed to sustain this process. This forced them to be
dependent on more developed countries for capital goods, industrial inputs technology
and liquid capital. This weak capital base of African countries has acted as a major
impeding factor to the industrialization process in the last decade66.
The end of the Cold War ushered in a new era in which, incumbent forms of poor
governance could not be sustained. As early as 1990 many African governments were
faced with armed rebellions which lead to the deposition of long serving personal
dictatorial regimes in countries like Ethiopia, Liberia, Somalia, Sudan, Rwanda and the
former Zaire (DRC Congo)67. At the same time, former single-party systems were swiftly
replaced by multiparty systems in countries such as Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda
and Malawi yet despite these regime changes and the re-adjustments in the African body
politic, the African state continued to suffer a crisis of legitimacy with multi-partism
failing to deliver “the democratization dream”68. At the same time, armed rebellions
ignited outright civil war; total destruction, wanton human suffering, genocide and
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regime collapse in countries like Burundi, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Somalia and
more recently, the Western Darfur region of the Sudan. Those political maladies facing
the African state have acted as the major impediments to industrialization on the
continent69.
In another line of argument, it may be observed that for most of Africa’s postindependence period, the continent in general appeared to be a late-comer as well as an
inferior actor in the international political economy70. One area of weakness is the
continent’s inability to play a leading role as far as international trade and international
trading regimes is concerned71. Throughout the 1960s through to the 1990s, the
international trading system was under the control of the developed countries of the
North under the General Agreement on tariffs and Trade (GATT) arrangement72. This
system generally failed to treat African countries as equal players in the international
trading system. In the same token, the World Trade Organization (WTO), which was
formed in 1994 to replace the GATT, also failed to create a favourable environment as far
as the place of Africa and the rest of the Third World is concerned. International market
shocks, as well as an international trade regime beyond Africa’s control have continued
to act as a major setback to Africa’s industrialization process73.
But Africa’s industrialization woes cannot entirely be blamed on the North. African
regional integration seemed compromised right from the start. The OAU Charter of May
1963 was itself a compromise arrangement74. A group of African leaders led by Kwame
Nkrumah, Julius Nyerere and Sekou Toure of Guinea wished that Africa would be united
as one country- The United States of Africa. However, the majority of leaders preferred
the formation of sub-regional groupings which would, over time, pursue the dream of a
united Africa75. On a critical note, most of these sub-regional groupings; the East African
Community (EAC), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), the Magrheb Group
among others; did not manage to deliver the Pan-African dream let alone secure any
formidable development among the member states. Also most of these groupings were
not created purposely of economic reasons. In fact, amongst the earlier ones, only the
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Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) stood out as a pure economic
sub-regional grouping76.
In recent years, some of these organizations have evolved economic integration policies
which sought to boost industrialization among member states through common policies
in customs and excise, fiscal planning, regional development, trade and industry, central
banking and immigration77. Despite such moves, these organizations have been unable to
engender industrial growth among African countries, to the point of being formidable
actors and competitions in the international economy. Several factors can be identified to
account for this state of affairs78.
First, individual African countries within these regional economic blocs seemed to pursue
varied and sometimes conflicting industrial strategies. Secondly, these countries also
seemed to pursue different political ideologies79. This was the problem that faced the
EAC between 1967 and 1977 particularly between Kenya and Tanzania. Tanzania
seemed to follow the socialist ideology while Kenya seemed to pursue the capitalist
ideology. The same applied to many other countries, in North Africa, West Africa and
Southern Africa. These ideological differences would at times lead to inter-state conflict
and these would further weaken sub-regional economic groupings capacity to facilitate
industrialization among member countries80.
Over the years some countries tended to have membership in more than one economic
grouping. A country may be a member of EAC, SADCC, and COMESA all at once
thereby blurring the effectiveness and vision of such groupings as far as the
industrialization process is concerned. All these factors put together have left regional
economic groupings in Africa being mere talk shows which are grossly under-funded and
therefore unable to compete with others around the world such as the European Union,
Association of South, East Asia Nations (ASEAN) the North Atlantic Free Trade Area
(NAFTA) and the Organization of American States (OAS), among others.
It may be recalled that as the 1980s began African countries entered the Third
Development Decade without much progress towards achieving their common goals. It
was against this background that the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) adopted the Monrovia Declaration in late 1979. It
was the Monrovia Declaration that gave rise to the strategy of self-reliant African
development in 1980- the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA)81.
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The Lagos Plan of Action was a Blue Print for African development and industrialization
that stressed on the importance of African initiatives in the process82. The LPA (Lagos
Plan of Action) was a product of regional integration initiative namely the United Nations
Economic Commissions for Africa and the OAU. More specifically the LPA set fourth
self-sufficiency, self reliant industry, transport and communication, human and natural
resources, science and technology as the main premises for African development. At the
same time African Finance Ministers under the umbrella of OAU requested the World
Bank to prepare a Special Report on the way forward as far as African development was
concerned83.
The World Bank on its part prepared the report entitled, “Accelerated Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa: An Agenda for Action” in 1981. This report was commonly known
as the Berg Report84. The Berg Report stated that it reaffirmed the long term objectives
on African development as expressed in the Lagos Plan of Action. However, it foresaw
the need for alternative short-term and medium-term actions to respond to Africa’s
economic difficulties. According to this Report, the World Bank believed that Africa still
needed financial aid to stimulate a renewal of economic growth85. The central theme of
the Berg Report stressed that more efficient use of scarce resources- human and capital,
managerial and foreign- were essential for improving economic performance in most
African countries in order for them to industrialize. The report also emphasized the
interdependence of countries in the world economy and that Africa could not ignore this
fact86.
In accordance with these realities, African countries were advised to pursue “their
comparative advantage” by striving to improve production of their export products. This
was in contradiction to the Lagos Plan of Action in that, it was encouraging African
countries to continue exporting primary products such as coffee, tea and cocoa and
reliance on foreign exchange earnings in order to afford essential manufactured goods
through importation87. Most African governments were against these recommendations
because they believed such a path would aggravate their economic problems and/or put
African countries in a permanent sate of dependency- thereby drawing back its
industrialization88.
As far as the Lagos Plan of Action was concerned, three major considerations seemed to
favor its disengagement strategy: first, economic, relations with the more advanced
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economies of the North (the centre) tended to produce undesirable economic distortations
that disfavoured Africa’s quest to industrialize89. Secondly, economic exchanges between
the Centre and the Periphery were traditionally characterized by inequality and were thus
harmful to African industrialization. Thirdly, the experience in other parts of the Third
World was that, meaningful industrial development was realized only if it was preceded
by disengagement from the influence of the more developed economies of the countries
of the North. Proponents argued that self-reliance is attained by reducing economic
dealings with the Centre, reorientation of trade ties towards the economies of the
Periphery and simultaneous implementation of self- reliance by a number of similar
countries in the Periphery90.
The LPA, and its strategy of self-reliance, was significant in several ways. First it
reflected a growing awareness among African leaders of Africa’s acute socio-economic
problems particularly its underdevelopment, poverty and inequality91. Secondly, it
demonstrated that African leaders recognized the need to co-ordinate economic policies
and actions at the regional and sub-regional level. Third, it seemed to recognize the
failure of conventional development strategies in Africa. It was therefore seeking to
rejuvenate the role of the state and state related institutions- the general public sector- in
the industrialization process and development in general92.
Towards the end of the decade of the 1990s, otherwise known as Africa’s Fourth
Development Decade; African statesmen and general academia expressed the feeling that
African regionalism and sub-regional economic integration under the umbrella of
organization of African Unity (OAU) had largely failed to deliver the industrialization
dream for Africa93. In fact, the African industrialization process seemed more reliant
more than ever before on financial aid as well as the importation of capital goods; while
at the same time being conditioned by the World Bank and other international financial
institutions94.
The 1990s hence presented Africa as a continent in crisis as many countries around the
continent suffered civil wars, regime collapse, drought and widespread food insecurity.
The industrialization plans of yesteryears under regional economic integration were
reduced to mere pipe dreams95. With the end of the Cold War, a more powerful World
Bank and IMF, a new and highly western controlled international trade regime under the
World Trade Organization (WTO) and a new era of western oriented neo-liberalism
89
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encapsulated in the term “Globalization” came to the fore. It was under these
circumstances that African leaders heavily criticized the OAU and proposed the African
Union (AU). In the OAU Summit held in Lome, Togo in July 2000, the leaders sought to
transform the OAU into an organization modeled on the European Union (EU)96.
Since 2001, the AU sought to rejuvenate Africa’s industrialization though a number of
initiatives the most outstanding was the New Partnership for Africa’s Development
otherwise known as (NEPAD) can be termed as Blue Print for African development and
industrialization97. NEPAD is a product of the Millennium Partnership for the Africa
Recovery Programme (MAP) and the OMEGA Plan. The African Unions Institutions
framework is the implementation vehicle for the plan while NEPAD’s heads of state are
required to report to the AU annually98. NEPAD was initially known as New African
Initiative (NAI). NEPAD was adopted as Africans principle Plan for development
providing an integrated comprehensive framework for socio-economic development. It
appeared as though NEPAD was open to combine the African-bred industrialization
initiative on one hand and the realities in the international political economy at the
beginning of the 21st century99.
This meant that NEPAD sought to promote accelerated and sustainable development
through eradication of widespread and severe poverty while at the same time arresting
what appears to be Africa’s marginalization in the globalization debate100. Another
important feature which seemed to be an internal check on African development and
governance initiatives is the Africa Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) which, all African
Union members are expected to participate in the APRM requires each country to
perform a self evaluation in areas of democracy governance and socio-economic
development101.
Conclusion: Future Prospects for African Industrialization in a Globalizing World
Globalization is not a very recent phenomenon as contemporary literature presents it to
be. Over the centuries, particularly in the post renaissance period; countries and regions
around the world continued to influence each other politically, culturally, socially and
economically102. Nonetheless, in its recent usage, the term has been applied to refer to a
wave of change; the beginning of which was marked by the end of the Cold War thereby
opening the new era of global inter-relationships characterized by advanced
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telecommunication, air and sea transport, and technology103. It is characterized by a
digital age which has made global financial transactions faster and far much efficient.
It has been observed that the globalization debate is associated with American and/or
Western-led neo-liberalism104. With the end of the Cold War, it appeared that the
Western economic order had emerged supreme and it continued to use the globalization
agenda as a way of accessing markets and economic control particularly among the
countries of the Third World105. For Africa, like the rest of the Third World, globalization
and all its attendant processes may be nothing but a mere conduit for further domination
of the world economy by the developed countries of the North. Nonetheless, many quotas
around Africa have expressed the contention that globalization presents the greatest
opportunity for African countries to industrialize through the wealth of investment
opportunities it creates- markets, more efficient access to advanced technology and
international capital flow106. In this light, globalization is viewed either as a catalyst or an
impediment to Africa’s industrialization depending on the premise taken by those who
support or criticize it. It is up to the continent to make the best of the situation.
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